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5.3.2.4 Single phase, non-diversified, discrete loads - LV design D loads 

For these loads, the Developer must use maximum load kVA values, e.g. from the name-

plate rating, equipment specifications or by measurement. 

(e.g. Street lights, pumps, and other significant single phase loads). 

To obtain the maximum kVA value for a single phase load, use either: 

Single Phase kVA = 
rpowerfacto

kW
 ; 

or Single Phase kVA =VI= 
1000

240 * I 

5.3.2.5 Three phase, non-diversified, discrete loads – LV design E loads 

For these loads, the Developer must only use maximum load kVA values calculated in 
accordance with the guidance given in AS/NZS 3000, and by agreement with Western 

Power. For example: 

· High schools:  as specified by designer or electrical consultant and a minimum of 
600kVA. 

· Primary schools: as specified by designer or electrical consultant and a minimum of 

250kVA. 

· Neighbourhood shopping centres: obtain the load kVA based on a minimum load 
density of 200 kVA/hectare; or as specified by designer or electrical consultant with a 
minimum of 200kVA/hectare. 

· Large shops/business centres: as specified by designer or electrical consultant. 

· Pumps and other large 3-phase fixed equipment: obtain from equipment name-plate 
or specifications. 

5.3.2.6 Single phase, non-diversified, discrete loads –LV design F loads 

F loads can be used to model single phase discrete loads on a three phase network typically 
used for streetlight circuits. 

5.3.3 Flood and water table level considerations for above ground assets 

The Developer must ensure that all above ground assets are located above defined flood 
events and that the effect of water table level on transformer stability be addressed.  
 
Flood water consideration 

 
From a subdivision perspective two flood events are considered; that related to river and 
river fringe flooding and; that related to localised peak storm events also referred to as 
inundation. For both flood event types State Planning requires residential habitable floor 
levels not be below the local 1:100 year Annual Recurrence Interval (ARI) reference flood 
level plus defined freeboard margins. Freeboard allows for such factors as wind and wave 
action and historical and modelling uncertainties. 
 
The developer must ensure ground mounted assets are installed above the following 
minimum flood level requirements and these localities not be subject to prolonged surface 
water pooling. 
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1. Distribution substation and HV switchgear sites:  

· 1:100 year ARI event plus 500mm freeboard.  

· May be greater at locations requiring increased flood security for example hospitals 
and essential services facilities. These to be determined on a case by case basis. 

  

2. Mini and uni-pillars: 1:100 year ARI event plus 300mm. 
 
3. Free standing low voltage (LV) frames, not forming part of a substation: 1:100 year ARI 

event plus 300mm. 
 
4. Steel streetlight poles: 1:100 year ARI event. 

 
Water table consideration 
 

High water table level above the underside of transformer concrete support base is 
considered to result in unacceptable settlement over time possibly affecting the reliability of 
cable terminations. 
 
Water table levels shall be addressed as follows: 
 

· Less than 0.5m below proposed substation level: Not suitable substation location. 

· Between 0.5m and 1.0m: Install the transformer support culvert on a nonstandard 
concrete support base arrangement. Refer Distribution Substation Manual . 

· Greater than 1.0m. Standard concrete base arrangement. Refer to Distribution 
Substation Manual drawings DSM-3-01 to 06 

 
Compliance documentation 
 
As part of the DCR submission the Developer will demonstrate compliance by provision of 
hydrology drawings indicating 1:100 year ARI and land contours and AHD values of 
substations. This information shall be in a suitable format to enable inclusion into Western 
Power’s GIS for future project reference. Additionally water table levels are to be provided in 

those locations where substations are proposed to be installed. 
Where hydrology drawings as referred above are not being prepared for the subdivision then 
flood levels shall be demonstrated in others ways that may include local government, land 
owner or previous Developer records. 
 

5.3.4 Point of supply 

Point of supply is where electricity is supplied and is the Western Power network and 

customer interface. It is also called point of connection. 

Western Power will only provide one point of supply per freehold title lot and the point of supply 

will usually be in the form of a service pillar, a LV frame or a transformer at lot boundary.  

Western Power will only provide one point of supply to service all the survey-strata lots that 

may include “common property lot” shown on a strata plan.  

For residential lots, one mini-pillar will be installed to serve two lots, permitting a maximum of 

2 consumers main connections per lot. If Developers intend to install one service pillar per lot 

due to special circumstances, such as parapet walls built to property boundary or retaining 

walls higher than 300mm, they must provide justifications to Western Power and obtain the 

approval of Western Power. Refer Clause 2.2.3.4 for details of dedicated pillar option for 3 

and 4 lots strata developments.  


